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Respected Panel,

Greetings.  At the outset, glad to know about your initiative and request you to note my below observations viz.,

1) I'm a data user for my iPad since 2010.  Have tried BSNL, Airtel & Vodafone packs till date.  There is a long
way to go in delivering best speeds by all the TSPs in the country.  Data packs speeds are very pathetic, not
matching the quality of the mobile handsets capabilities.

2) I always, wonder why govt., regulator and players will say so many things despite of poor performance, delivery
of the promised services to the subscribers.  For e.g., let us have a sustainable, decent penetration of 2G
network and speeds across the nation first.  Without this, expanding, introducing new speeds/technologies viz.,
3G, 4G, LTE etc is a big comedy & fun.

3) Exactly, the same way of Indian Railways; without having 100% electrification of lines, few places - there is no
single line even; few places - there is a huge demand of doubling lines; big need of exclusive cargo tracks lines
like golden quadrilateral roads;  Without all these, they are doing studies, planning bullet trains etc., What a
stupid ministry, minsters, executives we are having? Still avg. speed of the train is around 50 KMS; I wonder
where we are going?

4) Nevertheless, for 2G connections - minimum speed has to be minimum @ 512 Kbps; not 56 Kbps.  We are in
2014, already many nations are in 3G/4G capabilities, if we didn't offer a decent speed of 512 Kbps in 2G for the
nation means - a big shame!!!

5) Request TRAI to be a pro-active, dynamic, people-centric regulator.  Given the good speeds, there will be a
deep penetration of using data, real time data benefits, volumes will increase; obviously win-win position for
everyone - TSPs, public, regulator.

Rgds,

LNPK.
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Sent from my iPad


